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riting ability is among the most valued outcomes of
a college education. Always included in conceptions
of a liberal education, writing is also one of the most
highly desired skills across business and industry (see
Hart 2015; Burning Glass Technologies 2015). Since the 1970s,
writing specialists have intensified their theorizing, research,
and advocacy of institution-level initiatives aimed at improving
students' writing abilities. These efforts have produced, among
other things, writing-intensive (WI) courses and writing-across
the-curriculum (WAC) and writing-in-the-disciplines (WID)
programs. In 2008, the Association of American Colleges and
Universities (A AC&U) underscored the importance of effec
tive writing pedagogy by including writing-intensive courses in
its list of high-impact educational practices (Kuh).
Despite the impressive gains these efforts have realized
at many institutions, the national results have fallen short of
expectations. In an A AC&U-sponsored survey, four hundred
employers ranked writing among the skills they most desired in
new college graduates, but only one in four said recent gradu
ates were well prepared in writing (Hart 2015). While there is
widespread agreement that a single writing course taken in the
first year cannot adequately prepare students for the writing
they will need to do after graduation, almost half ( 47 percent)
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of four-year colleges and universities in the United States do
not have a WAC/WID program and/or a writing requirement
beyond the first year (Gladstein and Fralix 2017 ). This article
and the ones that follow highlight new developments in efforts
to improve the writing ability of all students.
THE CONTRIBUTION OF WRITING TO LEARNING

Writing specialists have long argued that writing enhances
learning, believing that faculty across the disciplines who are
persuaded on this point will be more likely to provide the
additional instruction and practice that students need. Also,
understanding how writing contributes to learning would
enable faculty already incorporating writing to increase the
positive results of their efforts.
Unfortunately, research on writing's relationship to learning
has been mixed, reducing the persuasiveness of writing special
ists' claims. While two large-scale studies suggest that writing
has a positive impact on students' learning (Astin 1995; Light
2001), small-scale studies, often conducted in a single course
at a single institution, have produced mixed results. Further,
when the small-scale research is examined collectively, the
variety of institutional missions, student populations, and
definitions of "learning," as well as the different kinds and

